
General Random Facts about Media

the outline

- Technology is NOT neutral – It’s neither good nor bad but it is definitely not 

neutral and has slowly infiltrated almost every aspect of our lives.

- 2008: The first year students spent more time online than watching TV. That 

is not that long ago for such a major sociological shift and it’s never going 

back. 

- 2011: Mobile devices became the greatest distributor of pornography

- 1 out of 6 marriages in the United States met online

- 1 out of 5 students in the United States have sexted or been sexted (the new “first 

base”)


- Facebook is the third largest country in the world – China, India, Facebook…


- What can a parent do? 


- We must become a student of the culture
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The Times –  They  Are “A-changin”



Be a Student of the Culture

- Listen to what they listen to

- Watch what they watch

- Read what they read

- See what they see

- What should we do?

- Develop “contracts” with your entire family

• Evaluate everything you see and hear


• Examine your own behavior

• Enter into dialog not monolog 


• Internet Usage Contract 


• The Music Agreement 


• TV/Movie Contract 
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The Technology Crisis 

Develop boundaries and expectations with media use 
and your family 



Mediums: Making Sense of the Media

-	Video Games 


-	Movies 


-	DVDs 


-	Videos on my phone 


-	Satellite and Cable TV 


-	Music and Music Videos 


-	Internet 


-	Chat 


-	Magazines/Blogs 


-	Social networking sites 
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How are these “media mediums” affecting your child?



REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1.	“I feel totally comfortable with all forms of media for my children,” said no parent 

ever! On a scale from 1 (worried beyond words) to 5 (being fairly comfortable), 

where would you place yourself on the scale? 


2.	Jim mentioned “random thoughts about media.” Which random thought stuck out 

for you and why? 

3.	What have you found as a useful resource to keep up with the youth culture? 

4.	Do you have media contracts with your kids? Have they helped? If not, is there 

anything holding you back? 

5.	What “media medium” is fun for your kids and which one concerns you? 
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Truths About the Media

the outline

-	Media is doing extensive research on YOUR kids 



-	ART IS NOT VALUE NEUTRAL 



-	Students can absorb huge amounts of media 



-	Media meets kids needs for acceptance, companionship and identification 



-	The worship of “popularity and celebrity” (the new hero)  



-	Technology is an isolator 



-	Act out the drama of media 


- How do these truths about media affect your child?

- Who is influencing your kids? Who are their role models?
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Here are two important questions: 



Let’s Evaluate Media Approaches by parents 

- Uninvolved: Head in the sand 

- Overprotective: Controlling and restrictive 

- Learn to Discern: Becoming responsible with the media
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1.	What did you think about the idea that “media meets kids’ needs for acceptance, 

companionship and identification”? Do you have a personal illustration either from 

your life, your child’s life or from someone you know? 

2.	What are some of the negative aspects of media becoming an isolator for 

our children? 

3.	Media can promote positive and negative role models. Name a few positive and 

negative role models for your children right now.

4.	How can being uninvolved or overprotective when it comes to media use be 

negative for your children? 

5.	What are some illustrations of being a parent who teaches their kids  

responsible behavior with media use? 
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Teach Them Healthy Sexuality

Escalation of Pornography

the outline

- Be Age Appropriate

- Viewing pornography


-	Addiction


-	Escalation


-	Desensitization


-	Acting out sexually


-	3-5 years old


-	6-9 years old


-	10-14 years old


-	14 and older
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The Purity Code: 

In honor of God, my family, and my future spouse, I commit my life to sexual purity.

This involves:

- Honoring God with my body. 


- Renewing my mind for good. 


- Turning my eyes from worthless things. 


- Guarding my heart above all else.
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1.	Teaching the relationship between healthy media choice and healthy sexuality is 

very key. How can we use media to teach positive values? 

2.	Teaching age-appropriate sexuality to our kids has many positive values. 

How comfortable are you being the primary influencer of healthy sexuality 

with your kids? 

3.	Jim mentioned the ages of 10 to 14 as critical years in teaching your kids healthy 

sexual integrity. Do you agree with his reasoning? 

4.	Pornography use is on the rise among young people. The media does not have a 

good filter. What are you doing to help your kids deal with the massive temptation 

of viewing pornography? 

5.	The Purity Code is a beautiful value to teach your kids healthy sexuality. What 

are your thoughts on how to do it most effectively?  *Don’t forget that Jim has 

an excellent series of age-appropriate sex education beginning for kids ages 3 to 

5, 6 to 9 and a book titled The Purity Code for kids 10 and older.
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Is TV Still Relevant? 

the outline

- By the time an American reaches the age of 65, they will have spent 9 full years 

watching TV.

- The average child watches 1200 minutes (20 hours) of TV per week and has 38 

minutes of meaningful conversation with a parent.

- Researchers are finding connections between adolescent behavior and the 

“imitation” factor from TV.

- We’re all young and beautiful

The World According to TV (some of this may be changing but very slowly) 

- We all let our children raise themselves

- We’re mostly white

- All we ever think about is sex
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It’s All About the Mobile Device

- “The Social Media Generation”

It’s all about the devices, devices, devices!!

- The cell phone is much more than a phone

- Only “friend” and “like” people you know

- It’s not smart to sleep with your phone

- Assume everything in your phone will become public

- Your kids’ mobile device drives them to distraction

- Create a mobile device contract

“It’s a super-computer that can connect you to the world.”  

-Economist
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Be Aware of Online Bullying

Sexting can be a form of bullying

What Can we Do?

- Online bullying is growing monthly

- Sexting is the new “first base”

Tips on Guiding Your Kids Online

1. The computer and TV are not babysitters.


2. The web is a resource, not a toy.


3. Have a parent/child privacy talk.


4. Pornography rules the web.


5. Computer must be in a highly visible place.


6. Consider a quality web filter.


- 160,000 kids stay away from school every day because of bullying

- The point system

- Understand “revenge porn” and harassment issues
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How To Use Media in a Positive Way

-	The 25% Factor

-	Family Nights (KISS: Keep it Short and Simple)

-	Inspiration on YouTube

-	Pizza and a Show

-	Movie Night 
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1.	At what age do you believe it’s appropriate to give your kids a cell phone? What 

boundaries will you put in place? 

2.	Have your children ever been bullied via social media or any other way? Do 

you have a thought-out plan in the event they do get bullied? 

3.	Sexting is a big thing among young teens. Have you had a conversation with your 

kids about sexting? How will you help your younger kids prepare for times when this 

could happen to them as they get older? 

4.	What are the toughest guidelines for online use for you? 

5.	How are you using media in a positive way with your family? 
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